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Abstract

Norm discovery is important for under-
standing and reasoning about the acceptable
behaviors and potential violations in human
communication and interactions. We
introduce NORMSAGE1, a framework for
addressing the novel task of conversation-
grounded multi-lingual, multi-cultural
norm discovery, based on language model
prompting and self-verification. NORM-
SAGE leverages the expressiveness and
implicit knowledge of the pretrained GPT-3
language model backbone (Brown et al.,
2020a), to elicit knowledge about norms
through directed questions representing
the norm discovery task and conversation
context. It further addresses the risk
of language model hallucination with a
self-verification mechanism ensuring that
the norms discovered are correct and are
substantially grounded to their source
conversations. Evaluation results show that
our approach discovers significantly more
relevant and insightful norms for conver-
sations on-the-fly compared to baselines
(≥10+% in Likert scale rating). The norms
discovered from Chinese conversation are
also comparable to the norms discovered
from English conversation in terms of
insightfulness and correctness (≤ 3%
difference). In addition, the culture-specific
norms are promising quality, allowing for
80% accuracy in culture pair human iden-
tification. Finally, our grounding process
in norm discovery self-verification can be
extended for instantiating the adherence
and violation of any norm for a given
conversation on-the-fly, with explainability
and transparency. NORMSAGE achieves
an AUC of 95.4% in grounding, with
natural language explanation matching
human-written quality.

1We will publicly release our code, data, and Github
repository upon publication.

1 Introduction

Norms are rules that embody the shared standards
of behaviors amongst cultural groups and societies
(Abrams et al., 2022). These may include social
conventions (e.g., it’s good to shake hand with
your opponent even if you lost); behavior guid-
ances (e.g., it’s wrong to hurt a pet); or general
concepts (e.g., it’s nice to be smart) (Forbes et al.,
2020; Ziems et al., 2022). Along this direction,
the SOCIAL-CHEM-101 (Forbes et al., 2020) and
MORAL INTEGRITY CORPUS (Ziems et al., 2022)
present two manually annotated, rule-of-thumb2

catalogues.
However, current norm discovery approaches

come with two major shortcomings. First, the
approaches are primarily based on manually con-
structing a static norm library from curated En-
glish data, such as Reddit post headers and Dear
Abby column titles (Forbes et al., 2020; Ziems
et al., 2022; Gu et al., 2022). This process not only
is time-consuming and expensive, but also limits
the portability of the discovered norms in human
interaction understanding across data domains and
sociocultural3 groups. For example, while a Red-
dit post header may mention general long work
hours in developing countries, deeper norms, such
as the acceptability of night shifts for jobs out-
sourced to India, are likely found from details in
conversations on-the-fly instead. Secondly, while
there exist some preliminary explorations on gen-
erating norms from titles, based on the static norm
library annotated (Forbes et al., 2020; Ziems et al.,
2022), they fail to quality control over correct-
ness and insightfulness. Such norm discoveries
suffer from over-dependence on title-like text as
source of data, and cannot handle in-situ conver-

2"Rule-of-thumb" and "norm" are synonymous refer-
ences.

3Previous work explored norms across "cultures" in terms
of moral foundations (Forbes et al., 2020; Ziems et al., 2022),
but overlooked the shared socioethnic beliefs and behaviors.



Figure 1: The key idea of NORMSAGE is prompting & verification for conversation-grounded norm discovery.

sations well. Their knowledge about norms also
scales poorly for unseen topics, specific cultures,
and data beyond English language sources.

In this paper, we explore a new paradigm for di-
rect norm discovery from conversations on-the-fly,
and address out-of-domain concerns by sidestep-
ping the need for human annotation. We pro-
pose eliciting knowledge (Petroni et al., 2019)
about norms from large pretrained language model
through prompting (Liu et al., 2021) and self-
verification. In particular, the GPT-3 (Brown
et al., 2020b) model has been pretrained on 45TB
of text across various datasets and the web, with
strong zero-shot capabilities across a variety of
tasks. We take advantage of the implicit knowl-
edge in GPT-3, and operationalize prompting the
model for norm discovery over dialogue situa-
tions. We show that surprisingly relevant norm
descriptors can be derived simply by feeding a di-
alogue exchange, in any of the major languages
(e.g., English, Chinese, etc.), through GPT-3
along with a direct question inquiring for norms
related to the situation. These descriptors may
lack form (i.e., judgement on norm acceptability
or occurrence) and taxonomy (i.e., categorization
on the topic, culture, etc.). But we demonstrate
that structural priming, with the inclusion of frame
guidelines (e.g., description of the expected format
of norms in the prompt) or extracted indicators
(e.g., speaker ethnicity, gender, age, profession,

etc.) in the natural language prompt template, ef-
fectively enforce well-formedness and taxonomy
in the norm discovery.

To safeguard against discovering norms cor-
rupted from biased conversations or language
model hallucinations, we further propose a self-
verification formulation. Specifically, we develop
a duo filtering mechanism to quality-check each
discovered norm for correctness and insightful-
ness. We extend the prompting operation with the
same language model, GPT-3, from discovering
norms, to making sure that the norms hold in soci-
ety and can be substantially grounded back to (i.e.,
entailed or contradicted by) the source dialogue.

Our contributions can be summarized as the fol-
lows. I) We define the novel task of conversation-
based, multi-lingual multi-cultural norm discov-
ery. II) We propose NORMSAGE, a zero-shot
language model prompting and self-verification
framework, which discovers norms rated ≥ 10%
more insightful than baselines. The culture-
specific norm discoveries are also appropriate
and expressive, allowing for 80% accuracy in
cross-culture binary identification assessment. III)
In addition, our self-verification mechanism that
grounds norm candidates discovered back to di-
alogue sources extends for instantiating whether
a norm is adhered or violated by any given di-
alogue. We achieve probability scorings, with
an AUC of 95.4%, and natural language explana-



tions comparable to human-written ones. IV) Fi-
nally, we present a large corpus of multi-lingual
multi-cultural source conversations (≥1.5M to-
kens), along with the NORMKB discovered, as an
asset to the community.

2 Details of the Source Data

In collecting source data for norm discovery, we
have the following selection criteria. First, the data
should involve in-situ conversations to best mimic
or reflect real-world communications. This is
because we want to enable direct norm discov-
ery from human-human interactions on-the-fly, in-
stead of a limited set of curated media summaries.
Secondly, the data should ideally span diverse
topics and societal or cultural groups. Yet, it
is generally difficult to obtain large-scale, real-
world data for norm discovery due to privacy con-
cerns, as well as sparsity of interesting human in-
teraction occurrences. Thus, we expand on the
predominantly single-cultured TVQA dataset (Lei
et al., 2018), and collect a set of TV, movies,
and documentaries covering different cultures, as
detailed in Table 1. Finally, we include several
multi-lingual conversations from real-world nego-
tiations, chats, and documentaries to explore norm
discovery adaptability in diverse data settings.

Source of Data # Tok # Ln

Si
ng

le
C

ul
tu

re Big Bang Theory 29,682 3,468
Friends 26,197 2,849

How I Met Your Mother 29,423 3785
Grey’s Anatomy 23,341 3,117

Castle 38,880 4,142

C
ro

ss
-C

ul
tu

re Fresh off the Boat 26,056 4,129
Never Have I Ever 39847 5,637

Blackish 33,993 5,103
Citizen Khan 22,985 3,198
Outsourced 1464 123

M
ul

ti-
L

in
g. American Factory Documentary 10,840 1,138

Real-World Negotiations 19,487 1,758
LDC CCU TA1 Chinese Dev. 1.2M 102k

Total 1.5M 140k

Table 1: Sources of raw data and their statistics, includ-
ing the number of tokens (tok) and lines (ln).

3 Methodology

3.1 Task Formulation
Our overarching goal is to derive a knowledge
base of norms (NORMSKB) that can be dynam-

ically updated based on conversations on-the-fly
to help reason about acceptable behaviors and
common expectations across cultural and lan-
guage groups in the world. With this in mind,
we define the conversation-based, multi-lingual
multi-cultural norm discovery problem as fol-
lows. Given a conversation scenario (Xdial) in one
of the pre-defined target languages (e.g., English,
Chinese, etc.), we aim to utilize an automatic norm
discovery framework (e.g., NORMSAGE) to de-
rive a list of norms N = [ n1...nm] , which can be
used to populate the NORMSKB library. In prac-
tice, the conversation scenario (Xdial) can be pre-
processed into chunks (Xdial1..N ), each consisting
of a certain number of dialogue exchanges, to ac-
count for language model maximum token length
constraints and encourage information processing
granularity in the norm discovery. We set this
number arbitrarily to |Xdiali |#lines = 5, and de-
rive a set of candidate norms (Ncand) from each
dialogue chunk (Xdiali).

As handling hallucination and achieving trans-
parency are important for norm discovery, we in-
troduce the supplementary verification task of
checking norm correctness and relevance. We aim
to filter out incorrect norms, by deriving a correct-
ness verdict Cv ∈ {1 : yes, 0 : maybe, -1 : no},
along with a confidence probability (Cp) and nat-
ural language explanation (Cexpl). Additionally,
we aim to filter out non-insightful norms, by de-
riving a grounding inference Gv ∈ {1 : entail, 0 :
irrelevant, -1 : contradict}, along with a confi-
dence probability (Gp) and natural language ex-
planation (Gexpl). Candidate norms with low
correctness or grounding relevance score will be
filtered out. The remaining norms (Nfil

cand), along
with their corresponding dialogue examples, cor-
rectness information C = (Cv,Cp,Cexpl), and
grounding information G = (Gv,Gp,Gexpl), will
be added to the NORMSKB.

This conversation-grounded, multi-lingual
multi-cultural norm discovery task is novel in
several key aspects. It is the first task to define au-
tomatically discovering norms from dialogue data,
which best reflects in-situ human communication.
In addition, it is the first task to define discovering
norms from multi-lingual domain, and discover-
ing norms with culture-specificity on the shared
practices and beliefs within socioethnic groups.
Grounding the discovered norm with dialogue
examples, confidence score, and natural language



explanations is also new, allowing for norm
discovery to be explainable and self-supervised.
From a larger picture, this verification process
benefits downstream application and human users
as well because it naturally extends to determine
whether a conversation scenario adheres to or
violates any norm.

3.2 The NORMSAGE Framework

We propose NORMSAGE, a language model
prompting and self-verification framework for dis-
covering norms from conversations on-the-fly.
Core Approach: Pretrained language mod-
els (PLMs) store implicit knowledge about the
world learnt from large-scale text collected around
the internet (Petroni et al., 2019). We frame
conversation-based norm discovery as a series of
natural language prompts, each with a directed
question for the pretrained GPT-3 Davinci4 lan-
guage model to reason with its internal knowledge
and generate an answer response. To discover an
initial set of candidate norms from conversation
data, we introduce the PROMPTDVR(.) operator,
which concatenates:

D – a template header describing the nature
of the context data, followed by a fill-in slot
{Xdiali} for the actual dialogues;

Q – a directed question describing the norm
discovery task

as input for the PLM to generate response. Be-
cause multiple discrete questions (Q) may apply
for describing the task to prompt norms, producing
complementary results, we re-run probing through
the PLM for each variation of prompt template
shown in Table 2 to expand on the list of norm
candidate discoveries (Ncand).
Structure Enhancement: A shortcoming ob-
served in standard prompting is that the norms dis-
covered may lack well-formedness and taxonomy
for categorizing information specific to different
cultures and topics. To encourage greater level of
detail and structure in PROMPTDVR(.) outputs, we
add to the prompt input:

4There is a convenient API available at https://
openai.com/api/

6Note: the term "socio", in "socio-cultural" refers to gen-
eral society, while the term "social", in "social conventions",
refers to socializing etiquettes (e.g. talking and intermin-
gling).

Question (Q) in
Prompting

Example Norm
Discovery Output

"What are some
socio-cultural
norms related to the
situation?"

"It is normal to have a set
schedule for work"

"What are some
moral norms related
to the situation?"

"It is wrong to lie to work-
ers about their compensa-
tion"

"List some social
norms and ad-
vice related to the
situation:"

"It is considered polite to
inquire about someone’s
well-being before diving
into conversation."

Table 2: For the same dialogue input from
Fig. 1, different question for prompting (socio-
cultural/moral/social) lead to different categories of
norm discovery.6

S – a building block in the text tem-
plate consisting of either frames defin-
ing the expected structure of norms, or
structured indicators such as:

• The discussion topic, which can be
extracted by prompting on the dia-
logue (e.g., "what is the overall dis-
cussion topic in the conversation
scenario {Xdiali}?")

• Speaker ethnicity, gender, age
group, and profession, depend-
ing on information availability.
These indicators can be extracted
through similar prompting on the
Wikipedia background summary
of the movies, shows, and high-
profile meetings for example.

We see in Fig 2 how structured indicators encour-
age a culture-specific and topic-specific taxonomy
in the norm discovery process, which helps infor-
mation categorization in NORMSKB population.

Self-Verification with Correctness Checking &
Explainable Grounding:
For each of the norms discovered, we add a
PROMPTcorr(.) operator to check the correctness
of norms. This prompting operator follows the
natural language template of: "Consider this sen-
tence: {ni}. Is this a correct/acceptable social
norm? Answer ‘yes’, ‘maybe’, or ‘no’, and then
explain why.". The output from PROMPTcorr(.)
consists of both a correctness verdict, Cv and a

https://openai.com/api/
https://openai.com/api/


Figure 2: A comparison of the variants of NORMSAGE,
in base form without structure enhancement (top), with
frame (middle), and with indicators (bottom) to guide
the norm discovery.

subsequent explanation, Cexpl, in a single natural
language response generation. As an example,

Ĉv: "Yes"
Ĉexpl: "This is a correct/acceptable so-
cial norm because it is considered un-
scrupulous to work very long hours in
America."

We further derive a confidence score for the cor-
rectness verdict by normalizing the probability of
token generation for Cv =‘yes’ over the probabil-
ity of the alternative maximum likelihood predic-
tion:

Ĉp =
P(Cv = ‘yes′)

P(Cv = ‘yes′) + Pmax(Cv ̸= ‘yes′)
(1)

Norm candidates with correctness probability be-
low a tunable threshold, of θ = 0.7, are filtered
out, with the remaining norm candidates follow-
ing:

Ncorr
cand

fil
= {(n ∈ Ncand)|Ĉp(n) > θ} (2)

Because norms are subjective in nature and
language models have the risk of hallucination
in their output predictions, we further safeguard
norm discovery with a PROMPTgrd(.) oper-
ator for determining whether the hypothesized
norm discovery can be groundable to its situa-
tion premise. We draw inspirations from the ex-
plainable NLI setting (Camburu et al., 2018), and
formulate grounding by the following natural lan-
guage template: "Explain whether the conversa-
tion <entails, contradicts, or is irrelevant with>
the given norm". The output from PROMPTgrd(.)
consists of the grounding verdict, Gv, along with
the explanation, Gexpl (see Figure 1b for exam-
ple). We further derive a confidence score for the
grounding relevance:

Ĝp =
Pmax(Gv ̸= 0)

Pmax(Gv ̸= 0) + P(Gv = 0)
(3)

and filter out the norm candidates with grounding
score below a tunable threshold, γ = 0.6.

Nfil
cand

fil
= {(n ∈ Ncorr

cand)|Ĝp(n) ≥ γ} (4)

Finally, when populating NORMSKB with new
norm discoveries, we perform self-verification
only for the norms that are not duplicates of ex-
isting norms in the norms library. We flag norms
as duplication when their BERT(n) embeddings
(Devlin et al., 2019) exceed a threshold of cosine
similarity with any previously discovered norm.
The threshold is empirically set to σ = 0.95.

N = N ∪ {(n ∈ N,n′ ∈ Nfil
cand) |

cos(BERT (n), BERT (n′)) < σ} (5)

4 Evaluation and Results

4.1 Intrinsic Norm Discovery Evaluation
Baselines We include the following relevant base-
line methods for norm discovery:

• NMTgen: This is a GPT2-XL trained on
SOCIALCHEM101 (Forbes et al., 2020).

• SOCIALCHEMrtrv: This retrieves the most
relevant SOCIALCHEM101 rule-of-thumbs
for a given dialogue, based on their embed-
dings encoded from pre-trained BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019).

• pMTgen: This is a generator trained on
the MORAL INTEGRITY CORPUS (MIC)
(Ziems et al., 2022).



Relevance Well-Formedness Correctness Insightfulness Relatableness

SOCIALCHEMrtv 3.8 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.9
NMTgen 3.4 3.9 3.6 3.4 3.7
MICrtv 2.2 3.1 3.3 3.4 2.5
PMTgen 2.2 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5

T0pp 2.7 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.1

NORMSAGEbase 3.0 2.8 2.83 2.8 3.6
NORMSAGEframe 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.2 4.7
NORMSAGEindc 3.8 4.5 3.8 3.9 3.9

Table 3: Likert scale (1-5) results, averaged over 100 data samples.

• MICrtrv: This retrieves the most relevant
MIC rules-of-thumb for a given dialogue,
based on their embeddings encoded from pre-
trained BERT.

• T0pp: This is a T5 model trained on
tasks formulated as natural language prompts
(Sanh et al., 2022). It is 16x smaller than
GPT-3.

For our proposed framework, we include the
NORMSAGEbase, which contains no struc-
tural enhancement in the prompt, as well as
NORMSAGEframe and NORMSAGEindc, which
incorporates frame guidelines and structured
indicators, respectively.
Metrics We measure norm discovery from in-situ
conversations on a Likert scale of 1-5, with 1 as
"awful" and 5 as "excellent", through the follow-
ing evaluation criteria:

• Relevance: can we see that the norm is in-
spired from the situation (lower bound on
norm applicability).

• Well-Formedness: how well is the norm
structured – is the norm self-contained, and
does it include both a judgment of accept-
ability or occurrence, and an action or soci-
etal/cultural phenomena that is assessed.

• Correctness: to the best of their knowledge,
would people agree that the described norm
holds true?

• Insightfulness: does the norm convey eng-
lightening understanding about what’s con-
sidered acceptable and standard in the society
that pertain to the conversation scenario.

• Relatableness: how well does the norm bal-
ance vagueness against specificity, so that

it can generalize across multiple situations
(e.g., “It is rude to be selfish.”) without being
too specific (e.g., “It is rude not to share your
mac’n’cheese with your younger brother.”)

Setting We crowdsource Amazon Mechanical
Turk for human assessment. Each HIT (“submit"
task) consists of a dialogue scenario, one of the
metrics to assess, and three sets of norms, each
representing the norms discovered from a gener-
ation or retrieval approach, de-identified. To fur-
ther constrain the amount of norms within each set
of discovery method included for manual assess-
ment, we select only the first three norms gener-
ated or retrieved for a given dialogue. Following
crowdsourcing guidelines outlined in (Sheehan,
2018), we provide definitions and detailed exam-
ples for each assessment metric. Workers undergo
a vetting process before working on norm evalu-
ation, including a qualification criteria of ≥95%
HIT rate, and checks that they understand what
norms are and what the given assessment met-
rics are about. We assign ten workers per exam-
ple, and reject poor quality hits, such as the hits
from workers who leave all Likert scale entries to
the default value or rate specific event instances
(non-norms) with a high score. Workers take 1-2
minutes per norm comparison task, and HITs are
rewarded $0.34 each. For norm rating, the inter-
annotator agreement had a Cohen’s kappa of 0.41,
which is moderate agreement, but this is expected
since annotators may calibrate their scores differ-
ently on the Likert scale (Ziems et al., 2022).
Results We show our norm discovery intrinsic
evaluation results in Table 3. We can see that our
proposed norm discovery approach, NORMSAGE,
outperforms baselines across all dimensions when
enhanced with either frame or structured indica-
tors. A major limitation of baseline approaches



Culture-Specific Norm Discoveries Source

In Pakistani culture, it is common for women to wear headscarves.
In Pakistani culture, it is not uncommon for the bride and groom to not meet each other until the
wedding day.•

In Pakistani culture, it is more common for marriages to take place within the same religion.

Citizen
Khan
(C.K.)

In India, it is considered polite to always offer food and drink to guests, even if they decline.⋄

In India, people often eat with their hands instead of with utensils.
Outsourced
(O)

In Taiwanese culture, it is more common to have a heavier lunch, such as rice and vegetables.◦

In Taiwanese culture, it is common for people to take their shoes off when entering a home.
Fresh off
the Boat
(F.B.)

In the African-American culture, it is common for people to listen to music with a strong beat.
In African-American culture, it is proper to show respect for your elders by calling them by their
title (Mr., Mrs., Miss, Ms., etc.)

Blackish
(B)

In British culture, it is considered normal for the bride and groom to meet each other before the
wedding day.•

In American culture, it is common to have a light lunch, such as a salad or sandwich.◦

In America, it is more common to just let guests decline if they don’t want anything.⋄

C.K.,
O,
F.B.

Table 4: Visualization of culture-specific norm discovery examples. We denote the pairs of contrasting norms
across cultures with special symbols (⋄, ◦, •).

is poor portability to conversation domains. The
performance of SOCIALCHEMrtv and MICrtv

shows that simply retrieving pre-annotated norms
results in the norms being less relevant and in-
sightful for new conversations. Compared to
the retrieval baselines, the generation baselines,
NMTgen and PMTgen, perform even worse. This
suggests that the domain gap in situation con-
text between curated Reddit post headers (previ-
ous works) and in-situ conversations (current task)
poses an even greater bottleneck for norm dis-
covery here. NORMSAGE overcomes the chal-
lenges in domain portability through operational-
izing zero-shot language model prompting for
conversation reasoning and norm discovery.

4.1.1 Quality of Multi-Lingual Norm
Discovery:

The norms discovered from Chinese conversations
are high-quality in detail and correctness, as visu-
alized in Fig 3. We also perform a investigation
on the quality of norms discovered from Chinese
conversations compared to norms discovered from
English conversations. We measure the stand-
alone correctness and insightfulness of norms dis-
covered from multi-lingual setting, on a 1-5 Likert
scale. The results in Table 5 indicate that norms
discovered from English data are rated slightly
higher in insightfulness (≤1%) but lower in cor-
rectness (≤3%), potentially due to the dialogue
nature. The English sources involve movies and
show, which tend to be more creative (insightful)

and less formal (biased dialogues may lower norm
correctness).

Figure 3: Example norms discovered from Chinese
conversations.

EN Conv. Norm CN Conv. Norm

Insightfulness 4.54 4.47
Correctness 4.65 4.79

Table 5: A Likert-scale comparison of norms discov-
ered from English (EN) vs Chinese (CN) conversation.

4.1.2 Quality of Culture-Specific Norm
Discovery:

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
work in discovering culture-specific norms. To
evaluate the correctness of culture-specific norms,
we design a pairwise culture comparison setting.



Specifically, we run a pretrained BART-LARGE-
MNLI model (Lewis et al., 2020; Williams et al.,
2018) on pairs of norm from different cultures,
and randomly select 10 pairs of norm that are de-
termined as "contradiction" with each other, for
each of the cross-culture scenarios in our dataset.
Then, we mask the culture identities in the pairs
of norm, and ask human annotators familiar with
both cultures to identity which culture each norm
belongs to from binary options. The results, as
shown in Table 6, indicate that the culture-specific
norms discovered from NORMSAGE are promis-
ing, with human annotators achieving 80% identi-
fication accuracy. Some of the error cases in cul-
ture comparison of norm discoveries may be due
to subjectivity of the assessment task (for exam-
ple, whether the White or Black cultural group
in America is more likely to discuss controversial
topic).

Culture Comparison ID (%) Rating (1-5)

American vs E. Asian 74 4.2
American vs Indian 82 4.0
Western vs Muslim 91 4.5

White vs Black 73 4.0
Average 80 4.1

Table 6: Culture-specific norm evaluation via cross-
culture identification (ID) comparison.

4.2 Extrinsic Norm Grounding and
Explanation Evaluation

Norm grounding is utilized in the self-verification
process of norm discovery by NORMSAGE. This
subtask naturally extends to the online instanti-
ation of norm adherence and violation in down-
stream applications. Thus, we perform extrinsic
evaluation on model performance in the explain-
able grounding of norms on dialogue situations.

4.2.1 Baselines
We compare NORMSAGE with the following:

• BART-MNLI: This is BART-LARGE

(Lewis et al., 2020) pretrained on the
Multi-genre NLI corpus (Williams et al.,
2018).

• BART-DIALNLI: This is the BART-
LARGE model pretrained on the Dialogue
NLI corpus (Welleck et al., 2018).

• T5-eSNLI: This is T5 (Raffel et al., 2020)
trained on the explainable NLI, or e-SNLI,
dataset (Camburu et al., 2018).

• T0pp: This has been introduced in Sec 4.1.

• Human-Labeling: We also include human-
written grounding explanations, as an upper-
bound for comparison.

4.2.2 Metrics
We measure norm grounding in terms of three-
class classification accuracy (Acc) and area un-
der the ROC-curve (AUC). The latter takes into
account the confidence score, or probability, of
grounding. In addition, we evaluate the natural
language explanations of grounding predictions
using human assessment, on a 1-5 Likert scale.

4.2.3 Setting
We perform a class-balanced random sampling of
100 (Xdiali , normcand) pairs. The class is deter-
mined prelimarily from NORMSAGE as described
in Sec 3.2. Next, we obtain crowdsourced annota-
tions for the gold standard grounding verdict and
explanations in this subset of the data.

4.2.4 Results
The grounding results, as summarized in Table
7, show that NORMSAGE outperforms all base-
lines in grounding verdict inference. In addi-
tion, grounding explanations from our NORM-
SAGE framework is preferred over human-written
ones in approximately 40% of the cases, which
suggests that our automatic explanation generation
approach is strong and competitive. We provide a
visualization of the norm discoveries, grounding,
and explanation in Table 8.

Acc (%) AUC Expl (1-5)

BART-MNLI 46 34.0 N/A
BART-DIALNLI 42 37.3 N/A

T5-eSNLI 47 51.2 3.33
T0 29 34.1 3.26

NORMSAGE 81 95.4 3.49
Human-Labeling N/A N/A 3.57

Table 7: Instantiation accuracy and likert scale results.

4.3 Resource Contribution

We discovered over 20,500 unique norms, of
which 1,250 are culture-specific. On average,



Dialogue Situation Discovered
Norms

Grounding
Explanation

Ground.
Verdict

Dave: No. Definitely booked.

It’s important
to listen to
others and give
them a chance
to speak.

Mr. Khan is
not listening to

Dave and he is
not giving Dave a

chance to speak .

-1

Mr. Khan: What?! Do know who I am? Hello! Mr
Khan, community leader! Next President of Sparkhill
Pakistani Business Association!
Dave: I’m sorry
Mr. Khan: Right, that’s it . I want to speak to the proper
manager.
Dave: I am the property manager.

Beckett: Sure I can, until a jury tells me otherwise. It is generally
considered
impolite to
make lewd
comments.

What’s spoken
by Creason is
irrelevant with
the norm.

0
Creason: You are wasting my time. Detective, look, I
told you exactly what I was doing last night.
Beckett: Right. You were at the club. They said that you
made quite the entrance.
...
...

It is also con-
sidered polite
to try to make
the best of a
situation, even
if you do not
like it

The mother
is trying to
make the best of the
situation

even though
she does not like it

1

Jessica: Well, those kids, they just don’t know, that’s all.
It just – it just take time to get used to something different.
Eddie: I hate it here! I want to go back to D.C.
Jessica: Eddie, that’s not possible. We are here now. We
have to make the best of it . Like I am doing with this
neighbor woman. You think I like pretending Samantha
isn’t carrying a baggie of dog poops in her hand? No!
I don’t like this ! We all see the poops there! It’s rolling

around But I am trying! You have to try, too.

Table 8: Norm grounding example results, randomly sampled for each class from {Contradict (-1), Irrelevant (0),
Entail (1)}. We underline the utterance-level provenance of the grounding instance, in cases which entailment or
contradiction are found.

NORMSAGE discovers norms at a rate of 8.6 sec-
onds per dialogue, and performs norm grounding
at a rate of 3.8 seconds per dialogue. This is over
10x faster the human annotation efforts.

5 Related Work

The domain of norms is closely related to be-
havioral psychology and moral judgement. Early
studies investigated the pragmatic cooperative
principles (Grice, 1975), politeness implicatures
(Kallia, 2004), and relationship between norms
and law (Posner, 2009) governing human behav-
ior. As judgements of behavior are communi-
cated through linguistics, (Graham et al., 2009)
introduced a lexicon of evocative words based on
moral foundation theory, which later attempts uti-
lize for predicting the moral value from text mes-
sages (Lin et al., 2018; Mooijman et al., 2018).
Recent approaches explore modeling moral and
ethical judgement of real-life anecdotes from Red-
dit (Emelin et al., 2021; Sap et al., 2019a; Lourie

et al., 2021; Botzer et al., 2022), with DELPHI

(Jiang et al., 2021a) unifying the moral judgement
prediction on these related benchmarks. Related is
another line of work modeling legal judgement on
judicial corpora (Chalkidis et al., 2022).

Norm discovery is a unique, emerging task,
which aims to catalogue the underlying principles
behind behavioral judgements, and can be seen
as similar to distilling reactions, explanations, and
implications from situations (Vu et al., 2014; Ding
and Riloff, 2016; Rashkin et al., 2018; Sap et al.,
2019b). Forbes et al. (2020); Ziems et al. (2022)
are the main existing norm discovery approaches.
Each presents a large-scale catalogue of manually
curated rule-of-thumbs from Reddit post headers,
and trains a language model to generate rule-of-
thumbs based on this data. In contrast, our work
focuses on norm discovery from conversations on-
the-fly and without needing manual curation.

Modeling the social and moral dynamics in hu-
man interaction and communication have diverse



applications, such as the detection of cyberbully-
ing (Van Hee et al., 2015), bipartisan news fram-
ing (Fulgoni et al., 2016), social media post fact
vs. fiction (Volkova et al., 2017), emotions (Zadeh
et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020), and situational QA
(Gu et al., 2022). In particular, discovering norms
is essential for explicitly detecting norm adherence
and violations instances (our work), as well as im-
plicitly guiding dialogues (Ziems et al., 2022).

From a technical perspective, our norm discov-
ery approach based on language model prompt-
ing and knowledge elicitation can be seen as a
form of prompt engineering (Le Scao and Rush,
2021), where we prefix a question with an elab-
orated scene. The norm grounding with expla-
nation task is intuitively similar to the explain-
able natural language inference problem setting
(Welleck et al., 2018; Wiegreffe et al., 2021).
Our proposed framework, NORMSAGE, achieves
norm discovery and grounding without intensive
prompt-tuning (Jiang et al., 2021b) or finetuning
(Forbes et al., 2020; Ziems et al., 2022).

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We present NORMSAGE, a framework for conver-
sation grounded norm discovery through language
model prompting and self-verification. It achieves
greater depth and breadth in detailing the underly-
ing rules of acceptable behavior and expectations
for a wide-range of dialogue situations across so-
cial and cultural groups, compared to baselines
based on static knowledge, such as the Reddit
forum data curated from crowd-sourced annota-
tors. It is also capable of discovering high-quality
norms from multi-lingual conversation, and norms
with culture-specific awareness, which are novel
task settings. Finally, we are the first work to
achieve automated natural language grounding ex-
planations for interpretable norm discovery and
norm violation detection, comparable to human-
written grounding explanations. For future re-
search directions, we believe it is meaningful to
explore direct norm discovery from cross-modal
settings, leveraging audio-visual cues, and per-
forming finer-grained norm categorization.

7 Ethical Considerations

In this work, our norm discovery process makes
use of GPT3 as a strong pre-trained language
model to elicit groundable knowledge about the
rules and judgements of acceptable behavior from

human dialogue interactions. We recognize that
social, socio-cultural, and moral norms may shift
with context over time. Our discovery of norms
applies to the time period that aligns with the con-
versation scenario in which a norm is discovered
from. We further point out that the GPT3 model
acquired its implicit knowledge from ultra large-
scale data, and has added in mechanisms to ad-
dress bias (Solaiman and Dennison, 2021). Never-
theless, all computational models still come with
a risk of potential bias. We encourage researchers
and practitioners to exercise caution and check-
guards in their endeavors.

We recognize that the automatic generation of
norms and judgements, could be seen as normative
and authoritative (Talat et al., 2021; Ziems et al.,
2022). We emphasize that we do not treat the dis-
covered norms as global or universally binding.
The norms are not designed to form a cohesive
and universal ethical system, but rather to pro-
vide a set of discrete intuitions and principles to
help differentially explain the underlying assump-
tions that exist latently. The present work supports
an explainable system to verify whether a discov-
ered norm can be sufficiently grounded to its data
source, and the relation characteristic (entail vs.
contradict). Moderation efforts can appear at a
later stage, handled by domain experts who may
interface with our transparent and flexible system.

Risks and Mitigations

Our task involves source data that may contain ex-
plicit conversations about race, gender, religion,
etc. We recognize the emotional burden that this
presents to annotators (Roberts, 2016). In mitiga-
tion, we include the following content warning in
the header of each task: This HIT may contain text
that disturbs some workers. If at any point you do
not feel comfortable, please feel free to skip the
HIT or take a break. The study has been thor-
oughly reviewed and approved by a national level
internal review board.

The resources and findings presented in this
work are intended for research purposes only. To
ensure proper, rather than malicious, application
of dual-use technology, we require users of our
norm discovery data to complete a Data Usage
Agreement that we link in our project repository.
We also intend to make our software available as
open source for public auditing, and explore mea-
sures to protect vulnerable groups.
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